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EDITORIAL
I am told that it was the flamingoes to which I constantly desired return on a visit
to the zoo as a very young child. Of all the animals that I must have seen for the
first time, it strikes me now as a curious preference, but perhaps it was the sheer
audacity of the bizarre and the beautiful in colour and shape that attracted me
then as now: the blaze of flamboyant pink, the curious beak, the ability to stand
effortlessly on one slender leg. I think it is the otherness of Bird — the sheer
quality of the fantastic and the alien — combined with aspects of Bird behaviour
and mannerism that lends itself so readily to anthropomorphism,1 which holds
me in thrall. Many of my favourite fairytales featured birds — the swallows of
‘The Happy Prince’ and ‘Thumbelina’, ‘The Ugly Duckling’, ‘The Emperor’s
Nightingale’; the story of the princes turned into swans by a witch and their
sister who must knit them shirts of nettles to release them from enchantment and
return them to human form. The princess struggles with bleeding fingers and
diminishing time until all but the sleeve of one shirt are completed. The princes
recover their human shape except the youngest prince who is returned to earth
lamed — a reminder perhaps of the dangers of enchantment.
Fairytales gave way to a love of poetry, and foremost among my favourite
poets were those of the Bird — John Keats, John Clare, John Shaw Neilson,
Judith Wright and most recently, Olive Senior, whose latest collection of poetry,
over the roofs of the world, is devoted to stories, images and poets of Bird. In ‘The
Secret of Flying Close to the Sun Without Melting Wings’ she gives a distinctive
Amerindian voice to the long association of Bird with flight and the human desire
for a metamorphosis into feather and air — a transformation that enables escape
and transcendence:
For you, flight is given as gift of bird messenger sustained
		
by rattle, by drum, by song. You soar, sail, glide.
			
For a brief moment you gain Sun’s nod.
You are Bird itself. But know: such ecstasy is not forever.
		
You will re-enter your world, but let down lightly
			
cradled as gently as egg. 2

The image of a brief moment of ecstatic intensity and a gentle delivery back to
earth is a beautiful one, but for me Bird has little to do with the symbolism of
flight. I might rather be a sparrow than a snail,3 but not because I desire release
from the burden of the world or my humanness — even temporarily. Like Keats,4
and like Camus,5 I am one who believes that the desire for immortality is a fancy
that cheats us of this life: the symbolic flight of the nightingale is a darkling of
our imagination that must be resisted, for such faery lands are forlorn (and yet I
yearn for them).
My feeling for Bird is more often a grounded one, and thus to some extent I
have more affinity with the pragmatic earthiness of Olive Senior’s Hen than the
hubris of Icarus:

vii
Some find you loud mouth and simple,
for every egg laid a big announcement
a cackle, some find you
the broody hen, not knowing all
is meant to throw spies off the scent
of our blood’s secret: you know
the sky isn’t falling, geese don’t lay
golden eggs, superior knowledge
resides in the feet.6

For me Bird is an everyday pleasure, an ecstasy of this world to which I can
return again and again. The wagtails build their nest every spring in my garden,
and every year I watch them teach their chicks to fly from the clothesline to
the low branches of the hibiscus
tree. Sulphur-crested cockatoos,
the noisy acrobatic clowns of the
bird world, dangle precariously
from the turpentine tree — a tree
in which a young kookaburra was
given its first ‘laughing lessons’.
I didn’t know that kookaburras
have to learn to laugh just as
children learn to talk until I
heard ‘his’ faltering attempts to
imitate the cacophony produced
so effortlessly by his more mature
brethren. This kookaburra has
grown rather magnificently fat —
quite ‘the merry king of the bush’
(as I used to sing in primary school) — but he still visits my garden regularly and
particularly likes the vantage point offered by the Hills hoist. I’m not sure why the
urge to photograph birds is so strong, but the Bird issue brought out the amateur
photographer in everyone, myself included.
Anne Collett
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The episode of the buzzards and the dead mule in Zora Neale Hurston’s novel, Their
Eyes Were Watching God (1937), is a wonderful example of this.
Olive Senior, over the roofs of the world, Insomniac Press, Toronto, 2005, p. 17.
From ‘El condor pasa’ Bridge Over Troubled Water album, Simon & Garfunkel, 1970.
Reference to John Keats’ ‘Ode to a Nightingale’, 1819.
See Camus’ essay Le Mythe de Sisyphe and his novel L’ Étranger (both 1942).
‘Hen’, over the roofs of the world, stanza 1, p. 23.

